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Barrel emptying appliance Model FE 51 
The dust-proof connection and flexible sealing prevent dust nuisance  
and pollution during the tipping over process. 
 
Model FE 51 - B 
Hydraulic tipping over equipment 
for the dust reduced charging of 
conveyers, machines, containers 
and silos in the chemical, 
pharmaceutical and cosmetic 
industry. 
 
Technical features: 
 Dust reduced emptying during the 

complete tipping over process 
ensures by our patented, flexible 
connection. 

 hydraulically operated, therefore 
no physical effort. 

 Interruption of the tipping over 
process in every position possible. 

 Flow out time controlled, slow flow is 
possible. 

 Heavy-flowing products can be 
emptied completely by subsequent 
seesaws. 

 
Technical Data: 
Performance:  40 - 60 Drums/hrs.
Maximum load: 250 kg
Electrical supply: 400 V, 3 Ph, 50 Cy
 also available for other voltages.
Weight: approx. 580 kg 
Dimensions: 
 2010 mm x 1370 x 2200 mm 

 

 
 
 
 
 

VULKAN was founded 1921 as fire extinguisher production 
VULKAN has been making filling and testing equipment since 1965 for all types of fire extinguishers. 

VULKAN supplies not only a perfect technology but also the necessary know-how to cope with all works 
can arise when providing service. 

 
Filling and testing machines 

Ohmstrasse. 18          D - 70736 Fellbach                GERMANY 
Telephone: ++ 49 ( 0) 711 5782006                Telefax: ++ 49 ( 0) 711-5782007 

e-mail: office@vulkan-werk.de
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Barrel tipping-over Drainer Model FE 51 
 
Technical description 
Application 
These machines are used in industries of all types, wherever it is important to empty barrels without dust generation 
and without effort. They are most practical in the chemical, pharmaceutical and food industries and wherever 
pollution and harmful substances are processed. 

Suitable products 
Nearly all products conceivable which are supplied in barrels may be emptied with this machine. A great 
advantage is that with highly viscous substances the barrels can be easily and completely emptied by rocking and 
knocking several times against a fixed point on the frame. Plastic or paper bags in the barrel can be fixed by means 
of a supporting structure to ensure a complete discharge of the product. 

Handling ( work process ) 
The barrel is fixed in a prismatic holder, then lifted and secured by chucking cylinders. The sealing is provided along 
the edge of the barrel with a wide sealing rubber strip equalizing any little roughness. This sealing is easy to exchange 
and can be provided in rubber suitable for food, if necessary. 
During the removal of the drained barrel it is an advantage to generate a vacuum inside the receiving drum by 
means of an optionally attached dust collector, so that the rising dust is drawn inside without causing irritation or 
pollution. It is important that the product falls back into the filling funnel when the filter of the dust collector is shaken 
free, so that no additional cleaning is required. 

Emptying performance 
The emptying performance depends on the flow speed of the product, the set speed of the lifting cylinder and the time needed 
for the charging and removal of the empty barrel. For example, about 40 - 60 barrels of 125 kg can be emptied per 
hour, depending on the additional operations required to procure the barrels, and on the number of operators involved. 

Drive of the tilting device 
The drive consists of a hydraulic control unit with appropriate cylinders, located 
on the side of the filling funnel. 

Materials used 
In the standard model, all parts coming into contact with the product as well as the prismatic holder and the other parts of 
the frame are made of painted steel sheet. 
All parts coming into contact with the product may be made of stainless steel.  
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Weight and maximum dimension of the barrel to be emptied 
The lifting weight of the standard model of both types is 250 kg.  
The machine may also be designed for higher weights in special models. 
Maximum barrel size for standard model: 600 Ø x 900 mm height 

Different models of the barrel drainers 
 Stationary machine type FE 51-A 
directly connected to the filling opening of the existing conveyor, silo etc.  
 Stationary or mobile machine type FE 51-B 
with built-on filling funnel and vertical downward outlet. Fitting funnel or conveyor connection according to your specification. 
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Barrel tipping-over Drainer Model FE 51 
The dust-proof connection and flexible sealing prevent dust nuisance  
and pollution during the tipping over process. 
Questionnaire for Barrel emptying devices 

   (Please mark which is applicable)    
 

1. Which kind of material are the Barrel to be emptied? 
   steel sheet;    plastic ( PVC );    cardboard;    others 

 

2. Which size are the Containers to be emptied? 
 Only one size of Container Dimensions: 

 
 Different sizes of Containers Dimensions: 

 

3. Gross weight of full Container: 

 ( approx. Kg )

 

4. How are the barrels delivered? 
   Roller Track;    Palet;    Forklift;  Others; 

 

5. Kind of product to be emptied: 

 
   powder;    paste;    granulate;    liquid; 

 

6. Condition of powders: 
   dry;    humid;    smudgy;    sticky; 

 
   hygroscopic;    corrosive;    toxic;    explosible 

 

7. Daily quantities or desired Output? 

                                                                    units/hour or                                                                    units/day 

8. The max. tilting angle, seen from the horizontal, is 65°. 
In addition, the Barrel can be knocked again the stop in the topmost tilting position  
to accelerate the discharge. Does this suffice for your product? 

   yes;    no; 
 

9. Shall the product be discharged into a:  
   container    hopper    vessel    conveyor    hole in floor 
   or shall the empyting device be equipped with  a hopper? 

 

10. Will the product discharged into the hopper be conveyed from there: 
   by gravity;    with feed screw;    with suction conveyor; 

   by other means 

 

11. If there is a filling opening or a hopper on a boiler, tank etc. into which the product is discharged, 
in which height is it located? 

Approx. ..                                                                                                          . mm to centre of filling opening. 

Size of filling opening: 
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Barrel tipping-over Drainer Model FE 51 
The dust-proof connection and flexible sealing prevent dust nuisance  
and pollution during the tipping over process. 
Questionnaire for Barrel emptying devices 
 

12. Local conditions: 

see enclosed drawing No No.: 

 

13. Do you wish a combined discharge unit with attached conveyor? 
   suction conveyor system.    flexible screw conveyor    Others; 

 
Necessary conveying length:  

approx.                                                      m;  conveying height: approx.                              m; 

 

14. Do you wish a mobile emptying device to use it at different places? 
   yes;    no; 

 

15. Special requirements (Standard execution in painted steel):  

   All parts in contact with product in stainless steel, requirement: 

 
   Standard power supply: 400 V, 3 Ph, 50 Hz 

 

   Do you need a different electrical supply?  

 

   Explosion-proof requirement: 

 

16. Further Information: 
  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


